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A combination of rapid physical, cognitive, and psychosocial growth represents a period of significant change.
Studies and the survey conducted at Orchard Park Secondary School have shown a trend in grades and overall
focus level go down. She gets to her room and not two seconds later does her TV click on in her room. Relax
while we are working on your essay. This essay will discuss the positives and negatives of modern forms of
social networking in the lives of teenagers today, in comparison to the methods of social networking used in
past generations. Parents encourage their children to not text as much, but them to face the problem of
constant communication. If it is benefiting them; in which particular ways. We now see ten year olds with
their own iPhones. The overuse of technology spreads throughout the U. The portability of these devices is
immense when it comes to why teens use technology so much. However, teens today in the century have
become too dependent upon the use of cell phones, computers, calculators and etc. Everywhere you go today,
there are signs of technology being used to Essay on Are Teens too Dependent on Technology? Many may say
it is just a part of life in  Looking from the outside in, the logic is that the technology will brighten the future.
In this Norcia argues using logos, however uses outdated information. New technology is very helpful,
however, it is only beneficial if used for the right reasons. There is no reason for portable media devices to be
inside a school. Social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have opened up a whole new world
to everyone from different places Technology plays an important role in the lives of teens, and has its pros and
cons. The internet can benefit or ruin you if you get addicted; it depends on the person and his uses. The
growth and development of technology today has been beneficial to society. Why cannot she stop herself from
focusing on it? Technology might just be the biggest obstacle in human relationships. Over the past years,
technology has advanced tremendously, which plays a monumental factor in why technology impacts teens.
Sometimes, they use phones for useless purposes: they play games during lessons; they type messages,
making a number of grammar mistakes; they talk over phones for hours; they share the details of their private
life, depriving themselves of privacy. Technologies have penetrated all spheres of human activities: education,
politics, trade, medicine, and this list can be prolonged. The use of portable devices in school is not just
hurting teens, but also makes it harder on teachers to do their job. It brings you great gifts in one hand and
stabs you in the back with the other. The use of the computer and access to the web is helpful for teenagers to
find information on hard subjects to talk about to others Pew. This is why technology in the lives of teens must
be controlled. In the society nowadays, technologies are the center of connecting with people all over the
world and impact our society in a big way. It is hard for kids today to imagine a world that existed without all
of the gadgets, electronics and seamless operations that computer technology provides. However, cell phones,
mp3 players, and other portable media devices taken into account are causing more damage to the learning
environment of teenagers than they improving. Individuals around the world can carry on a conversation with
a person not even two feet away via text, Twitter, or blog post. The internet is not the only technology
advances that have affected the learning environment of students.


